FungalBraid: A GoldenBraid-based modular cloning platform for the assembly and exchange of DNA elements tailored to fungal synthetic biology.
Current challenges in the study and biotechnological exploitation of filamentous fungi are the optimization of DNA cloning and fungal genetic transformation beyond model fungi, the open exchange of ready-to-use and standardized genetic elements among the research community, and the availability of universal synthetic biology tools and rules. The GoldenBraid (GB) cloning framework is a Golden Gate-based DNA cloning system developed for plant synthetic biology through Agrobacterium tumefaciens-mediated genetic transformation (ATMT). In this study, we develop reagents for the adaptation of GB version 3.0 from plants to filamentous fungi through: (i) the expansion of the GB toolbox with the domestication of fungal-specific genetic elements; (ii) the design of fungal-specific GB structures; and (iii) the ATMT and gene disruption of the plant pathogen Penicillium digitatum as a proof of concept. Genetic elements domesticated into the GB entry vector pUPD2 include promoters, positive and negative selection markers and terminators. Interestingly, some GB elements can be directly exchanged between plants and fungi, as demonstrated with the marker hph for HygR or the fluorescent protein reporter YFP. The iterative modular assembly of elements generates an endless number of diverse transcriptional units and other higher order combinations in the pDGB3α/pDGB3Ω destination vectors. Furthermore, the original plant GB syntax was adapted here to incorporate specific GB structures for gene disruption through homologous recombination and dual selection. We therefore have successfully adapted the GB technology for the ATMT of fungi. We propose the name of FungalBraid (FB) for this new branch of the GB technology that provides open, exchangeable and collaborative resources to the fungal research community.